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 DISC ONE*

 Piano Sonata No. 1 (1937 rev.1954)  (21’42”)
1  1st Movement: Allegro con variazioni (7’48”)
2  2nd Movement: Andante tranquillo (5’22”)
3  3rd Movement: Presto (3’49”)
4  4th Movement: Rondo giocoso con moto (4’47”)

IAIN HAMILTON  
(1922 -2000)

 Piano Sonata, Op. 13 (1951) (19’29”)
5  1st Movement: Maestoso – 

 Allegro appassionato (8’04”)
6  2nd Movement: Adagio (6’02”)
7  3rd Movement: Allegro (5’23”)

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH  
(1908 -1988)

 DISC TWO**

 Piano Sonata in D Minor, Op. 13 (1939) (28’14”)
1  1st Movement: Maestoso-Allegro deciso (14’02”)
2  2nd Movement: Largamente e calmato (7’00”)
3  - 3rd Movement: Allegro molto (7’12”)

 Cheesecombe Suite, Op. 27 (1945) (14’03”)
4  1 Prelude (4’22”)
5  2 Scherzo (1’11”)
6  3 Nocturne (6’25”)
7  4 Fughetta (2’05”)
8  Ballade, Op. 41 (1949) (9’14”)

  (92’55”)

Margaret Kitchin, piano



Pianist Margaret Kitchin (1914-2008) was a child prodigy who later specialised in 
modern and contemporary music, making BBC broadcasts of this repertoire 

for over 20 years.  She championed many British composers, including Peter Racine 
Fricker, Iain Hamilton, Elizabeth Lutyens, Thea Musgrave, Alexander Goehr, Priaulx 
Rainier, Humphrey Searle, Alan Bush, Richard Rodney Bennett and Michael Tippett, 
whose Second Piano Sonata is dedicated to her.  The first of her few commercial 
recordings consisted of the Tippett and Hamilton sonatas presented here, originally 
released on a Lyrita LP in 1959.

MICHAEL TIPPETT
Piano Sonata No.1
Initially entitled ‘Fantasy Sonata’, Michael Tippett’s Piano Sonata No.1 (1937) first 
came to public notice through a semi-private gramophone record issued in 1941 
featuring the pianist Phyllis Sellick.  Positive critical reviews of this LP, together with 
ensuing performances of the sonata and a succession of equally original works such as 
the Concerto for Double String Orchestra (1939), Fantasy on a theme by Handel, for 
piano and orchestra (1941), the oratorio A Child of Our Time (1941) and String Quartet 
No.2 (1942), helped to bring Tippett to prominence, confirming him as a major new 
voice in British music.

The opening movement takes the form of a set of variations on an original theme, 
presented firstly in forthright clashing octaves and then in more lyrical guise. The 
impulsive, energetic first variation quickens the tempo, whilst the second variation is 
even faster and more vigorous, with an elaborate contrapuntal style.  A slow variation 
(poco maestoso) follows, embellished by baroque rapid scalic figurations. Then 
comes a scherzo variation, conveying a hint of folk music in its airy syncopations. 
The penultimate variation is the most ambitious: cadenza-like and improvisatory 
in character, it attempts to recreate the sonorities of gongs in a gamelan orchestra, 
prompted by recordings of Indonesian music that Tippett had heard at the time.  The 
last variation acts as a coda, restating the theme, essentially unchanged from its initial 
statement.

In common with the slow movement of his Concerto for Double String Orchestra, 
the sonata’s Andante tranquillo slow movement alludes to the Scottish folk-song ‘Ca’ 
the yowes’.  It is a very simply constructed mini-rondo structure, consisting of three 
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initial reveries.  The final Fughetto, revisiting A minor, begins muted and delicate, but 
gradually gathers energy for an energetic conclusion.

Ballade Op. 41
William Wordsworth’s Ballade was written in 1949; like his Piano Concerto, it is dedicated 
to Clifford Curzon.  It opens with a weighty Maestoso section in G-sharp minor, that, 
like the first movement of the sonata, gives rise to an eloquent parlando idea.  The 
ensuing Allegro con brio main section utilises triplet octaves and a typically audacious 
exploration of unusual keys to create a mood of invigorating exuberance.  The title of 
the piece suggests it has a narrative element and the scale and heroic disposition of this 
main section conveys the telling of an epic tale.  The opening material, harmonically 
modified, is then reasserted, initiating an elegiac ending of sphinx-like inscrutability.

PAUL CONWAY
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lyrical appearances of the folk-theme, separated by two contrasting sections of more 
austere two-part imitative counterpoint.  

Marked Presto, the third movement is a dynamic Beethovenian scherzo.  A 
dramatic sonata-allegro, it carries the main weight of the whole work, despite its 
brevity.  In contrast with the discursive outer movements, it is inexorably forward 
moving, generating considerable momentum.  Its ominous-sounding opening phrases 
are swiftly transformed into a mood of blithe exhilaration and then into one of rapt 
lyricism in a warmly cantabile folk-like counter-theme.    

The Finale is a joyous and fluent jazz-inspired sonata-rondo.  A cakewalk rhythm 
is suggested by the main theme and blues harmonies appear in the closing bars.  The 
impudent, burlesque parting gesture encapsulates the iconoclastic audacity of the 
whole piece.

Tippett’s Piano Sonata No.1 is a brilliantly eclectic potpourri of popular and 
classical sources and influences that would be synthesised and assimilated to a greater 
extent in his later works.  It has great energy and freshness, not least because of an 
unusually liberated approach to rhythm.  In the advertisement for the recording of 
the sonata that appeared in the August 1941 issue of Gramophone, the composer 
wrote that his aim was ‘to steer clear of a heavy, Germanized and too serious work’ 
and, despite, or perhaps in defiance of, the dark times in which it was written, it is 
unarguably affirmative in character, sparkling and life enhancing, qualities it shares 
with the masterpiece he began writing soon after completing it, the Concerto for 
Double String Orchestra.  

IAIN HAMILTON
Piano Sonata, Op.13
Iain Hamilton was born in Glasgow on 6 June 1922, but lived in London from 1929.  
He worked as an engineer for 7 years, devoting his free time to music.  In 1947 he 
won a scholarship to the Royal Academy of London, where he studied composition 
with William Alwyn and piano with Harold Craxton, and won many prizes before 
graduating in 1951.  During the 1960s and 1970s, he lived in New York, after taking a 
post as Mary Duke Biddle Professor of Music at Duke University, North Carolina.  His 
return to London in 1981 was not followed by a resurgence of interest and his music had 
become sorely neglected by the time of his death on 21 July 2000.      
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The Piano Sonata in D minor was begun at Hindhead in 1938 and completed 
the following year.  The first of the three movements is the most substantial and 
wide ranging. A sombre and searching Maestoso introduction, languishing in the 
lower registers of the keyboard conveys a sense of preparing for an epic journey.  An 
intense, hushed figure marked parlando catches the ear and provides a foretaste of 
the ensuing Allegro deciso’s first subject, direct and spirited.  Marked Allegretto, the 
secondary material is characterised by a poetic simplicity and delicacy; this mood is 
overshadowed by the arrival of the development section that reviews and elaborates 
the preceding material, using characteristically deft harmonic sleights of hand, shifts 
of register and fluctuations in tempo.  The recapitulation is of similar proportions to 
the exposition, though the first subject has been tamed into a gentler, more flowing and 
airy incarnation of its former self.  Dominating the coda is the haunting presence of 
the expressive parlando figure, before an incisive final Allegro provides a swift but firm 
conclusion to an elaborate and assured opening movement.

In contrast, the Largamente a calmato slow movement is bathed in half-lights, 
introspective and brooding; its mood of otherworldly tranquillity is summoned up by 
a steady traversal of fluctuating tonalities.  Progress becomes increasingly reflective 
and tentative until, without a break, the Allegro molto finale skips in quietly, its initially 
capering semiquavers leading to sturdier material.  Motifs from the first movement 
subtly weave their way in to the gossamer textures, until, near the end, there is a re-
appearance of the poignant parlando figure, which casts its potent spell. The Finale’s 
whirling semiquavers briefly attempt to reassert themselves, bringing the sonata to a 
decisive, upbeat conclusion, but that affecting motto theme, an unmistakably human 
element in this epic drama, persists in the memory.    

Cheesecombe Suite, Op.27
This set of four piano pieces was written in Spring 1945.  It is dedicated ‘to my 
friends B.A., G.A., D.G. and G.E, whose initials provide the theme for these pieces’.  
The opening Prelude takes the form of a meditative Andante tranquillo in A minor.  
Capricious key changes and constantly varying rhythms make the gambolling Scherzo 
a light-hearted romp, revealing the composer’s humorous side.  The Nocturne is the 
most profound movement; its eloquent, doleful main theme deftly traces a sustained, 
wistful mood that intensifies to generate a powerful climax, before falling back on its 
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in double octaves; the ostinato also reappears.  Seven dry staccato taps snuff out the 
pyrotechnical display.

The central Adagio is concerned with the sonorities, exploring different registers 
and chordal textures.  Its expansive, eloquent main theme unwinds over a deep pedal 
C.  There is a fierce and prolonged central outburst, giving way to a return of the spare 
textures of the opening material and, finally, the deep pedal C.  

In the Allegro finale, a spry, vinegary opening theme is rapidly engulfed by 
aggressively intrusive rhythmic patterns.  Ascending octaves inaugurate a delicate 
central section.  After the return of the first theme, the rising octaves initiate a final 
sequence of virtuoso flourishes before brutal chords punch out a clinching volley over 
a pedal E-flat.  So ends a remarkably powerful and impassioned work displaying an 
uncompromisingly virtuosic style of piano writing representative of Hamilton’s early 
approach to composition.

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH
Piano Sonata in D minor, Op.13 
William Wordsworth, a descendant of the poet’s brother, was born in London on 17 
December 1908. In 1934 he entered the University of Edinburgh to study composition 
with Sir Donald Tovey, who remained a strong influence.  In 1961, he moved from 
Surrey to the Scottish Highlands, inspiration for many of his later works.    

His orchestral music includes concertos for piano (1946) violin (1955) and cello 
(1963), but is dominated by his series of eight symphonies, of which the Second won 
the Edinburgh International Festival Symphony Competition, against international 
competition and the Third was premiered by the Hallé under Sir John Barbirolli at the 
1953 Cheltenham Festival.  The Eighth ‘Pax Hominibus’ (1986) was one of his last works 
before his death in Kingussie on 10 March 1988.  

He wrote many fine examples of chamber music, including six string quartets: 
the first (1941) gained the Clements Memorial Prize, whilst his third (1948) and 
fifth (1957), along with the Oboe Quartet (1950) and Piano Quintet (1959) were all 
premièred at the Cheltenham Festival.  By contrast, his choral works, such as the 
substantial oratorio Dies Domini (1944) and the dramatic cantata Lucifer Yields (1949) 
have been sorely neglected. 
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Early works, such as the Variations for string orchestra (1948) and the Symphonic 
Variations (1953) are large-scale and Romantic in a tonal, if chromatic language.  
His Second Symphony (1951) won the Koussevitzky Foundation Award and was 
critically well received at its first performance, given by the Hallé Orchestra under Sir 
Adrian Boult at the 1953 Cheltenham Festival.  In the mid-1950s, Hamilton began to 
incorporate serial techniques, most rigorously in his cello sonata (1959) and Sinfonia 
for 2 Orchestras (1959).  A naturally versatile composer, he was equally at home writing 
in light and popular idioms, as illustrated by his Scottish Dances (1956) and two works 
dating from 1958, his ‘1912’: A Light overture and the Concerto for jazz trumpet and 
orchestra.    

Other major pieces written before he left for America include a violin concerto 
(1952), The Bermudas, for baritone, chorus and orchestra (1956) and Piano Concerto 
No.1 of 1960 (dedicated to Margaret Kitchen, the soloist at its first performance).  
He wrote two large-scale works for the stage featuring his own adapted texts, the 
‘dramatic narrative’ Agamemnon (1968) and full-scale opera The Royal Hunt of the 
Sun (1969), the latter premièred and revived by English National Opera. Voyage, for 
horn and chamber orchestra (1970) incorporates the use of microtones and aleatory 
techniques, but his opera The Cateline Conspiracy (1973) shows a rapprochement 
with tonality, developed further in his Third and Fourth Symphonies (both 1981).  His 
last compositions, yet to receive their due, include the orchestral works The Transit of 
Jupiter (1995), Bulgaria: Invocation/Evocation (1999) and London: a kaleidoscope for 
piano and orchestra, (2000).  

Piano Sonata No.1 was written in 1951, during Hamilton’s final year at the RAM.  
It is dedicated to Matyas Seiber.  Margaret Kitchen gave the first performance at 
Morley College in February 1952.

The opening movement starts with a forceful, dissonant rhetorical introductory 
statement, maestoso, leading directly into an intensely active allegro appassionato in 
broadly sonata form, teeming with motifs. The first main theme is jabbed out over 
an ostinato in minor thirds, whilst an ensuing figure involves rising octaves blocked 
by fortissimo chords; a graceful and delicate cantando secondary theme provides 
contrast.  Bravura writing of concerto virtuosity bestrides the development section.  
The recapitulation casts new light on the preceding material, whilst the powerful coda 
juxtaposes the maestoso flourish from the introduction with the secondary theme 
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